Freedom
The state of being able to do what you want, without anything stopping you:

-as defined by Webster’s Dictionary.
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Up Front
By Laurence
This edition of Out of Bounds ‘ the 102 issue. We made out theme “Freedom”.
Keeping in mind this has many meanings to many people. Our last Editor, Christian it
was freedom to leave the institution and carry on his life outside these walls. The artist
who did our cover for this issue, freedom has entirety different meaning. Curtis who
completed three covers including this one lost his battle with cancer recently. As you
review this edition the direction I have taken is freedom to start a new once you leave
and carry on with your life outside the walls. Freedom to choose a new job and career.
This issue looks thru those eyes. The challenge that most will have leaving the walls behind is how they will start fresh. How will they find that new job when they have been
lead to believe door’s are closed. I hope this edition helps you to look towards your
freedom to choose that new job, career or position that will carry you to how you define freedom. And with your individual definition of freedom.

Curtis Macki
June 16, 1968 – April 15, 2019
Curtis was a very kind hearted person. He put his
heart and soul into all
of his artwork and he
shared a lot of his work with everyone.
Curtis made many gifts for give aways for our PowWow’s and Elders Gatherings and he was so proud of his
work. And so he should be, he was very talented.

He shared of his family a lot and where he was born. His
father was from Port Hardy and his mother lived in Ontario. He spoke of his son a lot and misses his family. He was
always proud to be of the Namgis First Nation and share
that art work from there.
Curtis is now continuing his final journey to be with his loved ones in the Spirit World
where there is no more pain and suffering
Be at peace, Curtis
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Dear Out of Bounds Magazine,
Alas, I am late in learning of your publications existence as I am nearing the end of my line in the inside
and only just picked up a copy yesterday. I have received parole, and was lucky enough to have been
accepted and approved to go to a halfway house in
the beautiful province of B.C, Just alone is reason to
rejoice, yet I regret not finding your magazine sooner. A symbol of unity, a light in the
dark, The knowledge you are not
alone; All powerful ideas first your
publication excludes from front to
back, it’s a source of hope for many
tortured souls. After reading your
winter 2018 issue, I was astonished
by the scope and inspired to contribute some of the stanzas I wrote
while on the inside. Use them however you wish, or not at all. If my
lines like inspire just one person, I
was touched by Hester Nystroms
poems the it will be worth it. Keep
up the good work

I’m interested in receiving
your magazine
Thank you
Kyle Banies

I am an inmate at
Mule Creek State
Prison in California and I am
seeking info about
your publication.
Please send me
info and a copy .
Thank You
Franklin Lee
Ione, CA

Yours Truly J Frost
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Editorial
By: Laurence B

Freedom, an interesting a word that has so much meaning thru
out the world, has a lot less meaning when you have it. Once you
lose it be to a crime you committed, to a change of political landscape of the country you may happen to live in, you come to realize what you lost. Before I was behind these walls freedom was
something I took for granted. On any given day I got up when I
wanted, was truly blessed since I worked when I wanted. Plans
could chance on a minutes notice and I had the freedom to make
that change. Breakfast planned with a friend at Starbucks, a call
of panic from another friend I would meet and helping thru the
crisis. No thought of the freedom I had to change plans or go elsewhere.
I long for those days. Today everything is planned. I am told I am lucky, having been in a medium I
knew when each meal would be. I knew what was for each meal. The only freedom I had was the
choice to eat or not to eat. Keeping that in mind yes I do have freedom just not very much. Something
I view today is how lucky others are to have it, I can simply look at a refugee leaving behind a war
torn country or a crime riddle country and how he longs for the freedom to live in the peace and safety of a safe haven like Canada or the United States. Freedom is often the difference between life and
death.
When we use the word, all to often its confused with freedom of choice. Having a choice would in itself be refreshing. Not that often behind the walls do we have choice. Even for that refuge they have
might the ability to leave or to stay. Within the walls, most things are decided for you. Now behind
the wall of a minimum you appear to have more have freedom. Only in comparison to what you
might have in a maximum or a medium security rated institution. Still, I do not have the ability to
turn right at the top of the hill, go thru the gates and head to Victoria for a coffee with a friend.
As one walks beyond those walls on your release and starts to the enjoy the benefits of freedom oddly enough you, in comparison to so many, you have more freedom once you leave then you realize.
Walking out you have nothing or very little to your name. This is often a plus. What you have is
something most people do not have, No Debt. You have a clean slate or freedom to start fresh. Not
having a credit history is something you now have an opportunity to build. Compare that to most outside the walls you so recently left behind. You’re in a position to stay out of debt, hard to get credit
with no history. Adjust your self to paying cash and living within your means . You don’t need that job
that pays more just to afford that expensive rent, car or just the pay off that outstanding debt. If you
happen to get it, you have the ability to save and position yourself to get your life in that new direction with freedom even more than you realize.
Enjoy everyday and treasure the freedom you have.
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Truth: The Pathway to Freedom
By D.K. Reid
In reality, we are free to the same degree that we are enlightened, both individually and as a society,
but what is true freedom and how can we know what it really is? Out of Bounds Magazine primarily
defines freedom as being out of prison. Everyone imagines that they know the answer for themselves,
but do they? Is freedom a psychological/emotional way of experiencing life or merely intellectual/
political idealism and just an appealing slogan? Our current Prime Minister has recently been caught in
many lies, or should I use the popular ‘Trumpism’ aptly dubbed “alternate facts”. This seems to have
brought to light the realization that the political elite and media of the entire world do not care much
about the truth.

To even try and define “freedom” turns out to be rather complex and baffling. To define the term requires, as it did in defining truth, not only content but context, i.e., for whom and under what conditions.
Upon investigation, the problem is solved by discovering that there is a whole scale of relative degrees
of freedom and that the term refers back to our level of consciousness, along with the difference between inner subjective experience versus external conditions, both real and perceived. To truly understand freedom is to experience it and not just think or hypothesize about it. Operationally, it could be
said that everyone is free as they believe they are and able to accept it. It can be asked if that is an imaginative fantasy or conformable reality.
The dictionary states that freedom is a “state of liberty and independence; ease; manner; privileged;
self-determining; free of restraints.” (See the definition in the front of this magazine).
U.S. President Roosevelt added the four freedoms of “freedom of speech, freedom to worship, freedom
from want, and freedom from fear of the world.” (Address to Congress, January 6, 1941.) We see in this
case that freedom is defined in terms “of” desirable values and freedom “from” the undesired. Thus,
freedom is defined in words that reflect human wants and needs versus “want nots” and deprivations.
It quickly becomes obvious
that as defined, freedom is
purely a subjective phenomenon that reflects the interface between desires and
their degrees of fulfillment
and is therefore a relative
state of experiencing. It is
also obvious that a person
who has few wants or aversions would feel an inner
freedom the majority of the
time, and that persons with
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lots of aversions, likes, dislikes, and
desires would seldom feel free at all,
even when surrounded by abundance.
Thus, maturity and the level of a person’s spiritual consciousness determine the quality of the experience,
which is personal; therefore, to what
degree is society obligated to fulfill
these expectations? Is social freedom
defined in terms of accomplishments
or opportunities? Is it realistic to expect society to expand its perimeters
so that no one feels “uncomfortable”
inasmuch as that is an internal condition and not actually a social factor?
Should the laws of the land be modeled after the pathology of neurotic
problems and personality disorders?
(Everyone is free to not feel uncomfortable if they so wish.)

To understand the relationship of the
individual to society requires a reexamination of the mind itself, out of
which dreams, desires, aversions, and dislikes arise. Some people are uncomfortable most of the time
just because of who they are and their infantile expectations of being catered to. Clinically, and through
research, it is found that the more selfish a person is the less their inner experience of freedom. The corollary is that the less selfish one is, the greater the opportunity, likelihood, and degree of freedom experienced.
As one who has participated in many parole hearings, I have found the benefit of accepting one’s defects
instead of denying them is an increase in an inner sense of self-honesty, security, and higher self-esteem,
accompanied by greatly diminished defensiveness. This is pure freedom as far as I am concerned. A person is vulnerable to emotional pain in exact relationship to the degree of self-awareness and selfacceptance. When we admit our downside, others cannot attack us there – especially the Parole Board of
Canada. As a consequence, we feel emotionally less vulnerable, and more safe and secure – and we will
get our ETA’s, UTA’s, day-parole and full parole. Violence usually starts out over mundane disagreements that escalate as they trigger the release of the narcissistic ego to which “being right” is astonishingly more important than even life itself.
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The key to painless growth is humility, which amounts to merely dropping pridefulness and pretense
and accepting fallibility as a normal human characteristic of self and others. Selfish people see relationships as competitive; the key to freedom is to cooperate.
Self-respect stems from self-honesty and allows for the dropping of cantankerous, contentious defensiveness and the “chip on the shoulder” attitude of ego inflation, with its focus on unrealistic expectations. The secret of success is that it is quite simple to change others merely by changing oneself. Is
prison a cold, rude, callous place or friendly and polite? It all depends not on how other prisoners are at
all but on who we ourselves are. A free-minded person considers prison a friendly. Most others see it as
cold and rejecting because the world mirrors the reflection of one’s own projected perceptions.
Freedom and success is the automatic by-product of constructive attitudes and simple, common-sense
basics. The process is not arduous but very enjoyable and self-rewarding.
Everyone is potentially free to be free. It is merely a matter of choice to follow the pathway to truth to
the degree that one can discover it as identifiable, knowable, and confirmable. Instead of envying or
hating success, the truly successful imitate it, copy it, identify with it, and develop the patterns. To take
responsibility for one’s own actions and their consequences is, in itself, extremely powerful.
Truth and freedom reveals itself by virtue of the choices we make and our level of consciousness. Simply then, freedom is our choice.
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The Irrationality if Natural Life sentences
The New York Times
By Jennifer Lackey
Febuary 1, 2016
T’ve been teaching philosophy for 15
years, and while I’ve had some very
memorable experiences along the way,
I knew early on that my current seminar
would be unique. The course itself is on
values, and each Monday for nearly
three hours my students debate---in an
often lively and engaging manner--issues ranging from the existence of
universal moral truths to the permissibility of torture and the death penalty.
In fact, a few weeks ago, there was a
complaint about the level of noise
comi9ng from my classroom. The reason for the noise? The utilitarian’s were rather loudly arguing to the Kantians that sacrificing one of
their classmates to prevent the Paris attracts would clearly have been justified.
The complaint resulted in a guard being stationed in the doorway of my classroom to ensure that
there wasn’t #a security threat,” followed byy some breath-holding as I waited to see if I would,
once again, be removed from the building. You see, the course I’m teaching is at Stateville Correctional Center--- a maximum-security men’s prison in a suburb of Chicago--- where raised voices
aren’t typically the result of intense philosophical debate about normative ethical theories. Yet, the
room felt no more is need of a guard than do my classes at Northwestern.
In some respects, this is a striking fact. Just about all of my students at Stateville have been convicted of at least one murder; some have assaulted staff members, and others have spent over a decade in solitary confinement. Some are former gang members, and others were on death row--neighbors with John Wayne Gacy---for almost half their lives.
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In other respects, however, this is not at all surprising. The most obvious is that some end up at Stateville for reason that are disconnected from culpability --- coerced confessions, poor counsel, a racist
jury, and so on. But even where these external forces are largely absent, the fact that my classroom
seems indistinguishable from those at an elite university turns out not to be that shocking. And
here’s the simple, yet crucially important reason: People can change, often in profoundly transformative ways.
Such transformations can be seen most clearly by considering the two ends of the spectrum of life.
On the early side, it is often noted that the prefrontal cortex of the brains of adolescents is still developing, and so they are more likely than adults to act on impulse, engage in dangerous or risky behavior, and misread social cues and emotions. This raises a host of questions about the level of responsibility that juveniles bear for their crimes and the appropriate punishments that should be
handed out to them. If the underdeveloped brains of adolescents at least partly explain their criminal behavior, then holding them fully responsible for their actions, and punishing them as adults,
seems wildly off the mark.
On the later side of the spectrum. Only 1 percent of serious crime is committed by people over the
age of 60. According the Jonathan Turley, a professor of public interest law at George Washington
University: “Everyone agrees on what is the most reliable predictor of recidivism: age. As people get
older, they statistically become less dangerous.” Turley refers to this period as “criminal menopause,” a phenomenon that raises serious questions about the rational for incarcerating the elderly.
Still, researches project that the elderly prison population in the United States will be over 400,000 in
2030, compared with 8,853 in 1981.
At the early end of the spectrum of
life, then, there is the possibility
that prisoners might change; at the
later end, there is the reality that
they have changed. Both facts
bump up against natural life sentences. A sentence of “natural Life”
means that there is no parole hearings, no credit for time served, no
possibility of release. Short of a successful appeal or an executive pardon, such a sentence means that
the convicted will, in no uncertain
terms, die behind bars.
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Many types of arguments have
been leveled against natural life
sentences. Economic ones focus
on the ballooning costs of mass
incarceration and the toll this
takes on government budgets, especially as the age and medical expenses of prisoners rapidly increase. Legal ones ask whether
such sentences are cruel and unusual and therefore violate the
Eighth Amendment, particularly
for juveniles. Social arguments ask
whether natural life sentences discourage reform by providing no
incentive for rehabilitation. Moral
concerns are grounded in the dignity and rights of prisoners, while
psychological objections call attention to the myriad causes of deviant behavior and their responsiveness to appropriate treatment.
But one argument that is surprising absent from these conversations is an epistemic one that has to
do with us. For natural life sentences say to all involved that there is no possible piece of information
that could be learned between sentencing and death that could bear in any way on the punishment
the convicted is said to deserve, short of what might ground an appeal. Nothing. So no matter how
much a juvenile is transformed behind bars, and no matter how unrecognizable an elderly prisoner is
from his earlier self, this is utterly irrelevant to whether they should be incarcerated. Our absence of
knowledge about the future, out ignorance of what is to come, out lack of a crystal ball, is in a way a
barrier to determining now what someone’s life ought to be like decades from now.

Moreover, prisoners aren’t the only ones who can change: victims and their families can come to see
the convicted as being worthy of forgiveness and a second chance, and public attitudes can evolve.,
moving away from a zealot” war on crime” approach to one that sees much criminal activity as the
result of broader social problems that call for reform. Even if we set aside the other arguments
against natural life sentences- economic, legal, moral, and so on – the question I want to ask here is
this: how is it rational to screen off the relevance of this information? How, that is, is it rational to
say today that there can be no possible evidence in the future that could bear on the punishment
that a decades-from-now prisoner deserves?
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In another domain, it would obviously be irrational to make a high-stakes decision about the rest of
another persons life that not only rules out the possibility of ever considering additional evidence,
but is also meant to be absolutely final.
If we were given the option to heavily invest in one, and only one, career for my 15 year old bases
only on her current beliefs, preferences and character, I would refuse without hesitation. A lot can
change in a decade, especially during the critical transition between adolescence and adulthood.
Even choices that we expect to significantly constrain our future selves, such as marriage, can be revisited in light of new evidence. This is precisely why divorceis legal. Yet natural life sentences stand
out as a glaring exception: They permit binding, life-altering decisions to be made in a state of radical epistemic impoverishment.
Of course, when punishment is connected with rehabilitation, it’s undeniable that information
about changes, especially among prisoners, is relevant. But this is also true for all but the crudest
forms of retributive justice. Is a commonplace that information about a person’s mental sates bears
on punishment deserved, regardless of its consequences. When considering punishments, including
at parole hearings, we are often highly sensitive top whether the wrongdoer appreciates the wrongness of the act, feels remorse, and is committed to not being a repeat offender.
Compare two students known to have cheated: The first fully acknowledgers that looking at her
notes during and exam was wrong, is clearly contrite, and promises to never doo so again; the sec-
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ond flagrantly and steadfastly lies about it
and shows no evidence that he won’t cheat
again. Its if fairly standard for the second
students punishment to be harsher that the
firsts.
But if we take two students with such
different mental states regarding cheating
as deserving of different sanctions, why
would we not regard two stages for he
same person – one at 19 and another at 49
– with radically different attitudes toward
his crime a s deserving of different punishments?
Current selves and future selves can vary from one another no less than two altogether distinct
people do.
Notice that nothing is the epistemic argument here suggests that no prisoners should, in fact
spend the rest of their natural lives behind bars,.
Instead, the point is that rationality requires that we leave the epistemic door open to acquiring
new information. Put bluntly, the argument ways that it is irrational for the possibility pf parole to
be taken off the table at the outset of any sentence.
If Hume is right that “a wise man proportions his belief to the evidence,” then our beliefs about
the punishment a [person deserves at any given time need to be sensitive to the evidence available at that time. But if we screen off huge amounts of potentially relevant information decades before the beliefs about what a prisoner deserves are even formed, then it is impossible for them to
be proportioned top the evidence.
Nearly all of my students at Stateville are serving natural life sentences. At least a handful of them
have been incarcerated since they were teenagers, one since he was 14. While I didn’t know any of
their decades-earlier selves, their current selves are some of the most extraordiordnary students
I’ve had in my 15 years of teaching. They are painters and poets, mentors and authors, researchers
and advocates. They breathe new life into philosophical questions l’ve asking for the entirety of my
career. And yet we tell these men that who they re now and what they have accomplished matters
so little to how they ought to be treated that we won’t even bother to consider it. Rationality demands that we do better.
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Job Hunting With A Criminal Record
crimerecord

By Mark Swartz

So you’ve made a mistake in the past, one that left you with a criminal record. Now it’s hurting
you as you hunt for a job. Many employers, especially mid-sized and large companies (nonpro ts too), conduct police clearance searches as part of a background check. If your criminal
record pops up the employer may think twice about hiring you.
There are several ways to handle this. One is to apply for an o cial pardon. This will eventually
seal your record so that it won’t appear in a background check. But if you your record is still
visible, being upfront – with a compelling explanation – can be your best approach.
Background Checks vs. Reference Checks
When you apply for a position with a new employer, it’s likely you’ll be asked to provide references. The employer may want to contact some people you’ve previously worked with. They
may also request personal references.
In addition, an employer could do a background check (//www.monster.ca/careeradvice/
article/background-checks-ca). It’s basically a search to nd if there are any skeletons in your
closet.

Mostly they’d look for negatives that might affect your job performance. The search may include details of your credit and nancial status, driving abstract, criminal record, and civil litigation documents (are you suing someone or being sued?).
A Pardon Seals Your Criminal Record
If you have a record that hasn’t been sealed, it’s very likely to show up in a criminal background check. As such, it’s in your best interest to get your record sealed. Doing so will prevent
it from being visible to most employers.
Let’s say you’ve stayed out of trouble with the law since your criminal case was completed.
You can apply to the Parole Board of Canada (http://www.pbc-clcc.gc.ca/prdons/pardoneng.shtml) to have your record sealed. It takes either five or ten years for a pardon under current legislation.
Once a pardon is granted, there’s usually no reason to volunteer that you have a criminal past.
Certain employers and positions do require a deeper investigation of your history. If, for instance, you’ll be handling large sums of money, or dealing with private information, your record may be revealed anyway.
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Should You Reveal Your Criminal Past If Pardoned?

After obtaining a pardon, employers may still inquire if you have a criminal record. What
should you say? Michael Ashby is Co-Founder and Communications Director for the National
Pardon Centre. It’s a for-pro t rm that assists people in getting their record sealed. He has
some forthright advice on this matter.
“You cannot deny the fact that you were once convicted of an offence. However, you may
choose to disclose that you have obtained a pardon, which is proof you are a law-abiding citizen.” When asked if you have a criminal record, “The correct response would be: ‘Yes, I have
been convicted of a criminal offence for which I have been pardoned.’”
Then again, once your record is sealed, it can’t be discovered during a typical background
check. Therefore, adds Ashby, “If I choose NOT to tell about my pardon, then what happens?
The best answer I can give is that nothing happens at all.” He is quick to point out, however,
that lying on a job application is grounds for dismissal after you’re hired. Check with a lawyer
for speci c advice on your options.
What If Your Record Will Be Visible?
You needn’t list your unsealed criminal record on your resume (//www.monster.ca/careeradvice/
article/what-to-leave-off-your-resume-canada). Yet you may need to deal with it on employment
applications, during the interview, or when receiving a job offer.

Be ready with an honest, contrite explanation. Admit your fault in the incident, show how you recti ed the problem, and point out your recent history of law observance. Then bring the conversation back to why you’re right for the current position.
Here are several more ways to do damage control:
· Agree to Let Potential Employers Check References: Refusing to do so is a red ag that you have
something to hide. Experts say denying access to your background information is probably more of
a disqualifier for a a job than any information the employer might end.
· Check Yourself Out (//www.monster.ca/career-advice/article/job-searching-and-yourreferencehistoryCanada): Review your social media profiles. Delete any questionable material if you can and/or
tighten your privacy settings.
· Look at Your Province’s Laws: Provinces may have more specific laws (//www.monster.ca/
careeradvice/
article/employment-law-knowing-your-employee-rights) than the federal government in determining
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Jobs That Offer a Good Second Chance
Millions of Americans have felony convictions. If you're one of them, then you know that good
jobs for felons aren't necessarily easy to come by. In fact, securing any kind of employment at all
is often the biggest challenge for ex-offenders and felons in this country. Opportunities can
seem very sparse. Even so, finding felony-friendly jobs is not impossible. Many ex-convicts are
offered second chances. You can join them. But, first, it's important to remember a couple of
things: Your experience is not uncommon. And the potential consequences of not persisting in
your job search can be dire.
Did you know that, from 1990 to 2006, the number of Americans with felony convictions grew
by 37 percent? It was a staggering increase. As a result, more than two million people in this nation are now incarcerated. Plus, about two thirds of all ex-offenders who've been released from
state prisons end up getting arrested again within three years of their release. Yet, over 90 percent of former federal prisoners who secure employment after their release are able to successfully integrate back into society.
What all of that means is this: You are much less likely to ever return to prison if you can find
reliable employment. For felons, almost any legitimate job is better than the alternative of turning to crime. The job-search process can feel unfair and frustrating at times, but those who persist and know where to look often discover new reasons for hope and optimism about their futures. Jobs that hire felons may not be well advertised, but they are available—as long as you
make the extra effort that is necessary to find and qualify for them.
So, what jobs can felons get? Start by looking into the 37 potential careers for felons that are
listed below. (They are ranked in order of their typical starting wages, from highest to lowest.
The highest-paying jobs for felons often require some kind of post-secondary training.) You can
also learn about:
Companies that hire felons Getting a government job with a felony Second-chance programs for
ex-convicts Colleges that accept felons
Tips for getting hired as a felon Finding good jobs with a criminal record (https://www.tradeschools.net/articles/jobs-criminal records.asp)

Note: Not all employment opportunities within the following occupational areas are felonfriendly. They always depend on the policies and attitudes of each individual employer. And some
of them depend on the vocational licensing regulations within your state. Certain felony convictions may disqualify you for some occupations. Unless otherwise indicated, hourly wage estimates are based on nationwide data from 2017.
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37 Jobs for Felons That Offer a Good Second Chance
1. Mobile App Developer (https://www.trade-schools.net/technology/mobileapplicationdevelopment.asp)
Guess what? CNN Money has named this occupation as the best job in America. So it's probably a smart idea
to look into the field of mobile app development, even if you have a felony on your record. The tecnology
sector is filled with a lot of open-minded employers. And since demand is so high and many companies are
having a hard time filling open positions for mobile application developers, you may be able to find some
great opportunities if you can show that you have the necessary skills. Plus, doesn't making apps for iOS or
Android devices sound like a lot of fun?
Entry-level hourly wage—$28.79
Average hourly wage—$51.30
Typical qualifications—Associate's or bachelor's degree

Continued on page 52

Hearing is a Gift; Listening is an art
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8 Tips for Getting Hired with a criminal record.
How do felons get jobs? Everyone has a slightly different story. But if you
talk
to enough ex-convicts who've successfully reentered society, you may
discover some common threads. For example, you're likely to hear advice
such as the following:
1. Remind yourself that you're not a bad person. We all make mistakes.
Nobody makes it through life completely unscathed. In order for other people
to give you a second chance, you first need to believe that you are worthy of
one. Draw a line between your life right now and what happened in the past.
Move forward with the understanding that your past doesn't necessarily have
to determine what happens tomorrow.
2. Be realistic about how employers may initially perceive you.
Many stereotypes exist. As a felon, you may be looked at as untrustworthy,
dangerous, and uneducated. Employers may fear that you will steal from

them, harm other employees, or abuse drugs. Even though such stereotypes
may not apply to you, it's important to know about them so that you can work
to overcome them.
3. Establish a clean, professional image. Every first impression matters.
Starting dressing as if you are already successful and maintain that look
every time you go out. When in doubt, choose clothing and hairstyles that are
classic and conservative. Part of becoming successful is feeling successful.
And you can't feel successful unless you look successful. So invest a lot of your effort in this important
step.
4. Research your options. Talk to people in various industries. Get a feel for the requirements
that you may need to
meet. Find out what your particular felony convictions might disqualify you for so that you don't waste
time and money
pursuing a career that isn't open to you. (Sex offenses and violent crimes are usually the most limiting
felonies.)
7
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5. Get extra training.

Your skills will be your most valuable asset. So look into career training programs at trade schools and
vocational colleges (https://www.trade-schools.net/search.aspx). They frequently offer opportunities
to learn relevant skills that match the needs of today's employers. Plus, even if you can't attend a campus due to a particular felony conviction, you may be able to take an online program.
6. Consider volunteering for a little while.
Many church groups, charities, and non-profit organizations are willing to accept the help of ex-cons
who want to volunteer their time for a good cause. And if you demonstrate that you are reliable, hardworking, and honest, then you'll be able to establish great references, which are crucial when applying
for jobs as a felon.

7. Be strategic about the jobs that you go after.
It's often easier to get hired for positions that don't involve any face to- face interactions with customers. And when it comes to hiring people with criminal records, small businesses tend to have a better
track record than larger companies since many of them don't perform pre-employment background
checks. Temp agencies or companies owned by your friends or family may also present fewer hiring
obstacles.
8. Keep a thick skin and stay optimistic.
Persistence is key. Some employers won't give you the time of day no matter what you do. So just keep
your chin up and move forward. Focus on how you've grown and what you've learned from your experiences. Eventually, you'll receive an opportunity. When you do, take it and don't look back.
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Create Your Own Opportunities
Jobs for felons may not be easy to get, but you can increase your odds of success by
learning skills that are in high demand. Start looking into your options right now by
using your zip code in the school finder below to discover vocational schools near
you!
Bureau of Justice Statistics, "Felony Sentences (https://www.bjs.gov/index.cfm?
ty=tp&tid=233),"
U.S. Department of Justice (https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdal/programs/exoffender-re-entry-initiative),
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Employment Statistics (https://www.bls.gov/oes/),

Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook
(https://www.bls.gov/ooh/),
PayScale (https://www.payscale.com/), website last visited on September 27, 2016.
CNN Money, "100 Best Jobs in America (https://money.cnn.com/pf/best-jobs/
index.html)," The Chronicle of Higher Education, "Experts Debate Fairness of Criminal-Background Checks on Students
(https://www.chronicle.com/article/Experts-Debate-Fairness-of/66107),"
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Companies That Hire ex-con’s
It's a good idea to view any list of companies that hire convicted felons with an open mind but also a
skeptical eye. After all, very few companies actively seek out ex-cons. And company policies change.
So a company that might have offered jobs to felons in the past may not do so anymore.Plus, most
companies don't want to be branded as being felon-friendly since it can hurt their image in the marketplace. That's why it's rare to find job ads that explicitly say felons are welcome to apply. Most of
the time, you'll find the exact opposite (even though some companies are willing to give certain kinds
of felons a chance). It just means that it can sometimes be impossible to know whether or not a company will consider you until you actually apply. All of that said, looking at a list of companies that have
reportedly hired felons in the past might give you a little more optimism. It can remind you that many
good employers provide opportunities to ex-cons from time to time. The following well-known companies are just a few examples of employers that have been reported to offer jobs to some types of
felons in the past. Just keep in mind that they may or may not currently be felon-friendly. (Even if they
are felon-friendly, they won't hire just any felon for any position. It always depends on the specific job
and individual. There are no guarantees. Companies want to offer jobs to the best people available.)
First, let's start with a few of the employers that are often at the top of people's minds when thinking
about this issue.
Yes, FedEx will hire people with a felony conviction (but not just anyone). UPS also hires some convicted felons. And
Walmart sometimes hires people with felonies. In each case, the decision is made on an individual-byindividual basis.
Multiple factors are considered, including the particular position being
applied for, the types of offenses on
your record,
and how long it's been since your
punishment.
Companies like the following examples may have similar approaches:
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Ace Hardware
Alamo Rent a Car
Allied Van Lines
Best Western
Bridgestone
Campbell Soup Company
Chili's
Comcast
Denny's
Dillard's
Embassy Suites
Exxon Mobil
Georgia-Pacific
Goodyear
Hill Brothers Transportation

Jiffy Lube
Kohl's
Landstar Trucking
Manpower
Olive Garden
PetSmart
Safeway
Sprint
Xerox
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TWO WOLVES
One evening an old Cherokee told his
grandson about a battle that goes on inside
people.
He said, “My son, the battle is between two
wolves inside us all.
“One is Evil—It is anger, envy, jealousy, sorrow, regret, greed, arrogance, self-pity, guilt,
resentment, inferiority, lies, false pride, superiority, and ego.

“The other is good—It is joy, peace, love,
hope, serenity, humility, kindness, benevolence, empathy, generosity, truth, compassion
and faith.”
The grandson thought about it for a minute
and then asked his grandfather: “Which wolf
wins?”
The of Cherokee simply replied, “The one you feed.”
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‘Gaining

Trust, Enthusiasm and Skill in Telling My
Personal Stories’

Written by: Lynn Shaw-Ringham, NVC Volunteer
My story is about becoming an enthusiastic and trusting participant of Lina de Guevara’s storytelling
workshops at WHI. Lina is a Professional-Storyteller, Artistic Director and Teacher who lives here in
Victoria. She is a Canadian of Chilean birth. Lina is often associated with WHO projects at WHI. Last
year, she conducted the ‘Theatre of the Oppressed’ workshop with WHO.
I have, personally, enjoyed facilitating her two opportunities to come to WHI to teach us about the
‘Art of Authentic Storytelling’.
The first of these two workshops took place about 10 years ago. The most recent was held on March
8, 2019 in the Chapel. In the past, before I attended Lina’s workshops, the experience of telling my
personal stories to an audience would have been a vulnerable and nervous exercise. This was mainly
because, when I offered my truthful heart in a personal story, I often experienced criticism, challenge, correction, interrogation, interruption and discounting.
I am very grateful to have enjoyed learning about the art of telling one’s own stories. It has also been
a great opportunity for me to learn about Lina’s skill in trust-building in a storytelling group. She accomplishes this by introducing, at the on-set, her non-negotiable trust-building storytelling protocol.
In short, knowing the ‘rules of the game’ before going forward, led me to have greater trust, risktaking and confidence in sharing. This, in turn, allowed me to contribute with greater enthusiasm
and joy in learning the art of telling my own authentic stories.
I include below, Lina’s protocol for storytelling for your consideration. My personal story about
trusting her protocol will, hopefully help you gain reassurance that you, too, might come join the rest
of us when Lina returns to WHI.
Here is Lina’s protocol:
1. Stories will be short (under 10 min).

2. Although optional, she suggests a sentence to start with is; My story is about”. It
serves as a signal to others our intention to begin our story.
3. At the end of each story, she requires that we signal the conclusion of our story
by using the statement: “And, this is my story”. This is not optional in her workshops as it is the signal that we are finished and that the next person can start.
4. A storytelling event is not a conversation. Do not interrupt, ask questions or
make comments.
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5. There are two participants in a storytelling event. These are the teller and the
listener. Both are equally important. The story teller is to speak clearly and
the listener is to pay full attention and remain silent.
6. When the story has ended, the only comment by the audience will be: “Thank
you”. This honours the story of the speaker without interference.
7. The stories must be connected to our personal experiences. They serve in answering the question of how we are personally engaged in the event we are
talking about. They also answer the question of what our heart-felt reactions
are to things that are happening in our life.
8. Later on, when we are more practiced in authentic (one’s own) storytelling, we
can start telling more traditional stories. ‘Traditional’ stories are stories about
things that we hear or read about, imagine or are inspired by. These stories
may be informed by real or imagined events, photos, drawings, etc. They are
stories that inform our life and learning about events outside our own personal
experiences.

In addition to these rules of engagement, Lina warns about too much intellectualization. Lina explained it like this: “When you feel you want to write down your story for later reference, be
warned that, the more you use the written word, the greater the tendency to go into your head and
the less you become connected with your feelings and heart. To counter this, instead of writing
words in long sentences, try representing your story in symbols or rough drawings that characterize what you want to remember. If you want to save your story electronically, try using singular
words followed by directional arrows like this ‘family trip > Nashville> summer> car broke down>
stranger> scary >recognized> old school friend> saved the day> etc.’ This way, she would say, you are
more likely to express feeling and intentions that support your desire to be received and understood.
Finally, upon discussion at the conclusion of this last workshop, several fellows commented that
they felt reassured that their new-found confidence and skill in the art of telling their own authentic story would help them as they prepared for their Parole Board hearings. I am very pleased that
my efforts to bring Lina’s artistic skill to WHI might, in some way, help to contribute to success in
gaining release.
And, this is my story. Love, Lynn
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cholesterol, added to rising prison health care

Prison Food
As one of the factors that sparked the deadly
Saskatchewan Penitentiary riot, food is

costs.
As in the UK, spending on food in Canadian
prisons has been decreasing. As part of CSC’s

poor nutrition, including nutritional deficiencies,

contribution to the previous government’s
Deficit Reduction Action Plan (DRAP), the Service implemented its Food Services Modernization initiative, resulting in total net savings
of $6.4M. Core elements of the initiative involved implementation of a National Menu
and regional “Cook Chill” production centres
where food is prepared, cooked and chilled in
a centralized kitchen. Food is prepared in industrial-sized kettles and tanks up to two
weeks in advance, chilled in bulk packaging,
stored frozen then shipped to the institutions
for “retherming.”

cardiovascular disease, diabetes and high

Finishing kitchens add food items to the meal

foundational to health and safety in a prison
setting. The HM Inspectorate of Prisons in the
United Kingdom recently reported that the low
quality of food being served in British prisons,
combined with small portion sizes, could “serve
as a catalyst for aggression and dissent.”16
The Inspectorate’s report also found that
various medical complications attributable to
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that must be prepared or served fresh.

food. In some institutions, food has become

Under the National Menu, the daily cost for

a commodity that requires monitoring as it can

food allotted to each inmate is fixed at $5.41.

be bartered, sold or traded for other items,

Standardized national recipes are used and

including contraband. Playing with the food

weekly menus are followed. Each inmate

of hungry and frustrated prisoners can have

is given 2,600 calories, which, according to

unintended detrimental effects.

Canada’s Food Guide, is sufficient for a low
activity male aged 31 to 50.17 Meeting the

CSC also has a responsibility to accommodate

low daily ration cost, while still complying
with minimum nutritional requirements and
the standardization of the National Menu, required CSC to find ways of lowering raw food
input costs. Among other measures, powdered milk was substituted for fresh milk,
bulky meat portions replaced more select
cuts, expensive grains were removed, vegetable selection was reduced and English muffins were replaced with toast.
Not surprisingly, when these changes were
first introduced, inmate grievances related to
food issues spiked. As food services modernization was a nationally-directed initiative,
inmate complaints and grievances related to
food at the local level have largely been
passed onto the national level of review and
redress. Though the internal grievance rate
on food issues is gradually returning to more
normal levels as Wardens make local adjustments, it remains elevated. This Office is still
receiving complaints related to food portion
size (especially protein), quality, selection
and substitution of items.
Young men (up to age 30), who still make up
the majority population in federal penitentiaries, require more than average number of
calories and protein – and that simply means
more
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different dietary needs based in religion,

conscience or medical reasons. It is estimated
that, with the introduction of the National
Menu and the cook-chill process, the number of
therapeutic diets has actually declined, though
there is still “significant” funding pressure due
to an increase in the number of requests for
religious and conscience diets such as kosher,
halal or gluten free. The added cost of special
diets above and beyond the National Menu
is being closely monitored to “encourage
adherence to policy.”

7. I recommend that an external audit

Photo credit: Standing Senate Committee

and evaluation of CSC food services be

on Human Rights.

conducted on a priority basis and that
the concerns of the inmate population
related to portion size, quality, selection
and substitution of food items be
solicited, heard and addressed
immediately by CSC management. The
audit should include comparison of
ration and per diem meal costs, prior
to and after introduction of the food
services modernization initiative.
Industrial kitchen at Bath Institution.
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Living Your Best Life
Good health begins with what you put in your mouth! Good nutrition with nutrient dense foods are the
foundation of a healthy body. Nutrient dense means that the food is packed with nutrients compared with
the caloric value. For example beans are nutrient dense and loaded with fibre plus provide a myriad of protective properties and healthful benefits vs a slice of chocolate cake loaded with refined white flour, fat and
sugar.
The new Canada food guide is a testament to the first food guide ever put together without industry influence. A significant change is the emphasis on whole food plant-based dietary patterns. Eating whole foods
that are plant-based as close to the state they are grown in are the major features shown on the
plate. Fruits and vegetables take up half the plate. One quarter of the plate features legumes, nuts and other protein source foods while the other quarter of the plate features whole grains. The beverage of choice
that is best for our body as well is recognized as water.
In the recommendations under protein sources the new Canada food guide recommends the following:
“Choose protein foods that come from plants more often. Plant-based protein foods can provide more fibre
and less saturated fat than other types of protein foods. This can be beneficial for your heart health. You
don’t need to eat large amounts of protein foods to meet your nutritional needs.” The Canada Food guide
gives some examples of plant-based protein foods include nuts, seeds and beans such as:
·

beans, peas and lentils i

·

nuts and seeds

·

fortified soy beverages, tofu, soybeans and other soy products

So what does this mean for each of us? Can I save money by eating more plant-based foods? Will I be able
get enough protein if I only eat plant-based foods? Does it actually help the environment? Can I get all the
nutrients I need from plant-based food sources? Are there health benefits from eating plant-based foods?
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The answer is YES to all of the above. Let’s take a look at some of the benefits. At William Head Institution,
just outside of Victoria, British Columbia a health and wellness program for the past 1 1/2 years has taught
the men about the benefits of a whole food plant-based diet. Those fully embracing a whole food plantbased dietary pattern have found a huge savings on their food per diem and they have experienced many
health benefits in the process.
On our first visit we shared the movie “What the Health” with attendees. The next month we shared a whole
food plant-based meal with the men. I’ll be the first to admit that we were met with much scepticism as we
shared the benefits of a whole food plant-based diet. Then on our third visit one gentleman came forward
and said that he had gone whole food plant-based immediately after seeing the movie and found that his
head was clear, his body had more energy and he felt the best he had ever felt in his entire life. This story
has been echoed by many since.
Fast forward one year later one of the attendees shared that they had been struggling with rheumatoid arthritis and two months after switching to fully whole food plant-based diet without using oil were completely
pain-free, the disease process reversed. Type two diabetics transitioning towards a plant-based diet have
discovered as they embrace the dietary and lifestyle changes including increasing exercise as well as water
intake has resulted in lowered blood glucose levels.
Health studies such as the Adventist Health Study 2 (AHS-2) in North America with 96,354 participants has
shown many benefits of a high fibre plant-based diet. Of particular interest in the AHS-2 is longevity due to
diet and lifestyle as major factors in prevention of and absence of disease processes. From this study it was
actually discovered that one cup of beans per day decreases the chance of colorectal cancer by up to 43%.
(The Adventist Health Study 2 (AHS-2) is a large, prospective, North American cohort with a substantial proportion of vegetarians. Vegetarian dietary patterns in AHS-2 have been associated with several beneficial
health outcomes, including lower mortality; lower prevalence of obesity, hypertension, metabolic syndrome, and type 2 diabetes mellitus; and lower incidence of type 2 diabetes mellitus…. Results from a previous cohort (AHS-1) found meat intake to be associated with an increased risk of colon cancer and legume
consumption with a decreased risk.
What are other health benefits of beans? They are high in essential amino acids the building blocks for protein in your body. Dried beans are nutrient dense with folate which prevents a myriad of health problems
(weakness, fatigue, heart palpitations, loss of appetite and irritability), iron, zinc, magnesium and fibre. Their
high fibre content also helps with appetite and feeling of fullness and improve gut health by acting as a scrub
brush in our intestinal tract. They contain antioxidants, improve cardiovascular health, help stabilize blood
glucose levels and metabolism, and may prevent and even assist in reversal of some chronic disease processes. Beans even aide in the prevention of fatty liver disease.
Beans are good for you, now the question may arise are there any other studies to back up the dietary and
lifestyle findings? The answer is, YES! There are two notable studies, the first which reports directly to the
World Health Organization, International Agency for Research on Cancer:
The European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC) study is one of the largest
cohort studies in the world, with more than half a million (521 000) participants recruited across 10
European countries and followed for almost 15 years.
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EPIC was designed to investigate the relationships between diet, nutritional status, lifestyle and environmental factors, and the incidence of cancer and other chronic diseases. EPIC investigators are
active in all fields of epidemiology, and important contributions have been made in nutritional epidemiology using biomarker analysis and questionnaire information, as well as genetic and lifestyle
investigations.
Second and noteably the the grand prix of epidemiologic studies, is The China Study with Dr. T. Collin
Campbell, PhD as one of the directors and co-author of a book named after the study.
The China Study examines the link between the consumption of animal products(including dairy)
and chronic illnesses such as coronary heart disease, diabetes, breast cancer, prostate cancer,
and bowel cancer. The authors conclude that people who eat a predominantly whole-food, plantbased diet—avoiding animal products as a main source of nutrition, including beef, pork, poultry,
fish, eggs, cheese, and milk, and reducing their intake of processed foods and refined carbohydrates—will escape, reduce, or reverse the development of numerous diseases. They
write that "eating foods that contain any cholesterol above 0 mg is unhealthy".
The China Study book published in North America in 2005 details the findings of 6,500 people-- 100 people
from 65 counties all with the same genetic make-up. The study concluded that those who ate more animal
meat and animal protein had a higher incidence of cancer and increased mortality rate from western diseases than those who ate a plant-based diet.
On October 26, 2015 a landmark announcement about the effects of red and processed meat on cancer in
humans reverberated around the globe. Processed meat was put in the same category classification as asbetos:
The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), the cancer agency of the World Health Organization, has evaluated the carcinogenicity of the consumption of red meat and processed meat.
Red meat: After thoroughly reviewing the accumulated scientific literature, a Working Group of
22 experts from 10 countries convened by the IARC Monographs Programme classified the consumption of red meat as probably carcinogenic to humans (Group 2A), based on limited evidence
that the consumption of red meat causes cancer in humans and strong mechanistic evidence supporting a carcinogenic effect. This association was observed mainly for colorectal cancer, but associations were also seen for pancreatic cancer and prostate cancer.

Processed meat: Processed meat was classified as carcinogenic to humans (Group 1), based on
sufficient evidence in humans that the consumption of processed meat causes colorectal cancer.
The Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada also follow the recommendations of the Canada Food guide
with a dietary pattern based predominately on plant-based nutrient dense foods, exercise, maintaining a
healthy weight, smoking cessation, and stress reduction. Prevention is key!
Begin your journey today, towards living your best life! Remember, plants are powerful!
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Black Bean Burgers
Ingredients


3 cups black beans, rinsed and drained



1 onion, minced



3 garlic cloves, minced



2 carrots, shredded



1/2 cup quick oats



1 Tbsp. Braggs liquid aminos or soy sauce



1 tsp cumin



1/2 tsp coriander



1/2 tsp chili powder



1/4 tsp cayenne pepper



Salt to taste



Serve with Whole Grain Buns, lettuce, tomato, onion (and veggie mayo made with tofu, gar-

lic, hint of lemon, dash of salt)
Directions
1.

Heat scant amount of water in pan. Combine onions, garlic, salt, and pepper-like seasoning

and cook until onions are translucent. Add carrots, cumin, coriander, chili powder, and cayenne
pepper until carrots are tender. Remove pan from heat.
2.

In a bowl, mash the beans and then add the contents of the pan along with the soy sauce

and quick oats. Mix and form four patties. Place in freezer for 30 minutes to set. Cook patties on a
pan coated in cooking spray over medium heat, flipping halfway.
3.

Use patties to create your dream veggie burger.

4.

May add mushrooms (portabello or others sliced for additional moisture)
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Apple Crisp
Serves: 8
4 large apples
2 cups gluten-free rolled oats
1 cup unsweetened apple juice (may substitute ¼ c. Agave Nectar—low glycemic index)
1 T vanilla extract
2 tsp ground cinnamon
Method
1. Preheat the oven to 350°F
2. Pour apple slices into an 8-inch non-stick baking pan.
3. In a separate bowl, mix the oats with the apple juice, vanilla and cinnamon. Stir
until well mixed. Spoon evenly on top of the apples.
4. Bake for 50 to 60 minutes, until the topping is golden brown. Serve hot, or enjoy it
cold the next day with a dash of plant-based milk!
Author: Heidi
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“As ‘Time’ Goes By…”
By Josiah Gottlieb-Rosenwasser
When we are born into the world and take our very first breath
of life we are immediately given something very special and
remarkable. Surprisingly, at birth, we are not even aware of
this special inheritance. We are not even cognizant of its impact upon our lives. We are not trained or even equipped to
appreciate this beautiful gift. We have no genius or aptitude at
birth to appreciate its wonder. Some of us obviously have more
or less of it than others, yet those who have less can qualify for
the best and reach for the highest and achieve the greatest accomplishments no matter what little they actually own in life. Do you have any idea what I’m talking about? What exactly is this unique endowment?
All of us who are born are born into a world of “time” or more correctly and scientifically, four dimensional ‘space/time’ and is one of the main constituents of life. The one simple reality of life is the presence
and reality of time. It’s something we all take for granted from our very first breath and often to the end of
our lives. But I ask, should we ignore and neglect it or otherwise not appreciate the quality of it? Of course
not! However, most of us do, don’t we? We can’t do otherwise some might be thinking? It is the way we are
programmed. Surely we can learn to appreciate time and what it means to us and others, if the desire is
strong enough or we work at it long enough. People often point out important things in life through prose or
song or story-telling and through these we learn to appreciate and enjoy more in life, and rightly so, but how
many of us focus on the reality of ‘time’ itself? Do you understand what I mean? I’m not exactly speaking
philosophically, although a person can appreciate it that way as well, and speak metaphysically if they please.
But does ‘time’ itself have any qualities worth appreciating? That is a fair question. Most of us have no real
understanding of the mechanics of ‘time’. It’s just ‘there’ as part of the fabric of the universe. It exists. Einstein in his special ‘Theory of Relativity’ is said to have alleged that ‘time’ is relative. For example, time is relative to motion. If someone were travelling on a train and you were next to the train tracks in a car travelling
at the same speed you would not be aware of the speed of the train relative to the vehicle you were travelling in next to the tracks.
How do we define the concept of ‘time’? Can you correctly define it for me? Did you ever watch the
classic movie in the 1950s by H.G. Wells called; ‘The Time Machine’? Quite a remarkable film! A man in the
story was able to create a mechanical ‘time machine’ with a rotating disk that propelled him back or forward
in time and yet occupy the same space. Fascinating fiction! Is it possible? I don’t really know, but this is not
what my account is about nor is it the most important thing I want you to understand. Actually, I don’t really
want to talk about ‘time’ at all, at least not now. But didn’t I begin this treatise on the ‘quality of time’ and
how we neglect, ignore and not appreciate it? That’s right! What is my point then? I would actually prefer if
you don’t mind at this juncture and for the next little while, to discuss what the ‘absence of time’ is. What do
I mean? How is it possible to live in a world without time? Can you imagine living in a world where there was
no time, or in other words, ‘time’ didn’t even exist. How could that be? Actually it’s not possible according to
the scientific principles of ‘space-time’. But that isn’t really my point here. We can illustrate the matter using
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our imagination, and hypothesizing using words and asking questions and employing terms we all take for
granted; it is not difficult at all. Read the following.
In the ‘absence of time’ the word “continue” or the concept “progress to the next event” would
have little or no meaning. There would be no past, present or future. Circumstances would be redundant as
would the conception of ‘history’ or ‘prehistoric times’. Even the question, “What time is it?” or the phrase,
“I have one hour left” would be absolutely foolish. The next few expressions “occasions” and “gestation” or
“development” or even “on this date” would merely appear as mumbo-jumbo. In such a large universe
without time, a person’s “lifetime” or “he lived to be very old” would have no reality to it. If we lived without time the terms; “Wait a moment” and “Now is the time to act” would seem preposterous. Can you see
my point? Where would the employee be, if they were said to have worked an eight hour shift? How would
you understand the question, “When were you born?” Or how about, “There was a long duration between
proceedings”. “She arrived on time” would seem meaningless. Or how about “He was late for dinner” or
“She left earlier than expected”. Could we even fathom the meaning of these terms? I suppose they wouldn’t even be a part of our vocabularies in a world without time. Furthermore, in sports, “He ran an eight minute mile” or in a hockey match “The game ran into overtime” would be nothing other than an expression
lacking significance. Other expressions such as; “Simultaneously” or “intermittently” would appear as gibberish. “Very soon” or “Very quickly” or how about “there are many occasions” would be irrational. You
couldn’t, for example, even comprehend when told that some noted terrorist was building a ‘time bomb’.
What about these few particular following events and what they would mean; What would the government or school do if they were placing records of their accomplishments in a ‘time capsule’ for posterity
or some future discovery? What would the photographer do if he exposed the film to a faster shutter
setting? How in the world could you figure out your amortization payments on your mortgage? How long
would you cook your steak? How long did it take you to drive to work? What would it mean if you took a
leisurely walk? What does a “reoccurring theme mean”? What if they were to take a long journey?
We all employ many novel or common expressions in our everyday life to express ‘time’ one way or
the other. Here are a few more for you to consider which we use daily. Of course this is just the tip of the
iceberg:

“A sequence of events”.

“Temporarily”.

“Ageless”

“At the right time”.

“Every so often”.

“Earlier than
pected”.

“Time lapse”.

“Life span”.

“Behind schedule”.

“By and by”.

“Seasonable”.

“Meanwhile”.

“Abiding”.

“Synchronize”.
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ex

“Epoch”.

“At the appointed time”.

“In the long run”.

“For the moment”.

“Future tense”.

“Timetable”.

“Every now and then”.
In the world where we are born there is the ingredient of ‘time’ and when contrasted to the
‘absence of time’ it is difficult to understand and illustrate what that would mean. Additionally, it’s not
exactly a rather appealing picture. The man who was in the movie, “The Time Machine” sat back and
watched the epoch’s pass. He lived in an envelope or an interval where ‘time’ so-to-speak stopped. He
was cloaked, so-to-speak, from the passage of time as we all distinguish it. I remember watching that
movie in the late 1950s when I was a young boy, and recall the impression it had on my developing mind.
Perhaps, this story is inspired from the imprint of that motion picture. I would like to communicate how
profound a notion a world without ‘time’ has on the psyche. Can you imagine the concept? Even if it is in
the abstract? It’s a difficult theory to imagine. Even the movie, “The Time Machine” has a tangible meaning as time existed and was manipulated by the scientist. But what about a world without ‘time’ as we
know and understand it? Can you or I even begin to imagine living in what some call perpetuity, outside
of time? Does that actually mean living where ‘time’ doesn’t exist and has no meaning? Most definitely!
Considering all the above, and noting what life would be like ‘without time’ as expressed by these
few terms above; and our particular circumstances, mundane or not, isn’t it wonderful we can live in the
present moment and enjoy all the things that come into our consciousness, including our imagination. I
mean, as we mature and grow older we now have the ability to think and we can grasp the fullness of
reality of life and to appreciate what we had no knowledge of when we took our first breath. Having said

PRISONER’S LEGAL SERVICES
We can help you with your prison and parole issues that affect your liberty rights, such as segregation, disciplinary hearings, involuntary transfers, parole suspension, detention and sentence calculation. We also assist
prisoners with human rights and health care issues.

For assistance, please call the LEGAL SERVICES SOCIETY CALL CENTER for a referral at

Federal:

1-888-839-8889

Provincial:

604-681-9736

Once you have a referral, you can call Prisoner’s Legal Services directly at:
Federal:

1-866-577-5245

Provincial:

604-853-8712

These are “common access numbers” that you can call without having the number put on your authorized
call list. If you don’t have a PIN, ask for an administrative call.
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that, and personalizing time and life shouldn’t we learn to grow in our gratitude? It is not beyond our capability. We aren’t infants anymore without the knowledge of time! Personalizing things a bit, don’t we have a
duty to share our ‘thankfulness’ with others and communicate the great or little things we have with our
neighbours; whether just next door or a mile away? More specifically, and importantly, what about our
‘time’? Can we share the beautiful moments of our lives with more than our family and friends? What
about those who are not as gifted or as agreeable or as delightful to our senses? You know what and who I
mean. Those less unfortunate such as, the poor or sick or those dying or in nursing homes or others who
are in prison. It would appear that ‘time’ for them can be much different than perhaps what or how we experience it howbeit our familiarity with their situation might be dissimilar.
I started this commentary speaking about the simple reality of time, and then proceeded to discuss
what is abstract i.e. the ‘absence of time’ and have come full-circle to a more concrete subject regarding
sharing our ‘time’ with others who are less fortunate. Involving yourself in someone else’s life and spending
some time with them doesn’t have to mean a great allocation of resources on your part. For example, saying ‘hello’ to a stranger or helping someone accomplish some small effort today might be for them the
difference between life and death. We who are in prison have the capacity to impact the lives of others
whether we realize it or not. For example, I correspond with a number of people and reach out to them using the few resources I have available in prison. I once wrote to an elderly man (now deceased) I called my
mentor. He was a scientist in optics who worked in the oil industry. We wrote each other for 18 years. My
point? Let me elaborate a little. Although I was the recipient of his wisdom, my elderly contact was a beneficiary of my friendship. In other words, we both profited from the experience. I never had a more intimate
friendship in life with anyone before nor could I have been more a recipient of his insight.
I will end this treatise by saying, when we are born into the world and take our very first breath of
life we are given something very special and remarkable. Surprisingly, we are not even aware of this special
inheritance. We are not even cognizant of its impact upon our lives. We are not trained from birth or even
equipped to appreciate this beautiful gift. We have no genius or aptitude at birth to appreciate its wonder.
Some of us obviously have more or less of it than others, yet those who have less can qualify for the best
and reach for the highest and achieve the greatest accomplishments no matter what little they actually own
in life. We have a choice in life in how we spend our time. For inmates in prison how we occupy our time
and what we fill our life with can mean the difference between freedom and continual imprisonment. Unlike the man in the movie, ‘The Time Machine’ we don’t have the luxury of stopping time nor do we have
the indulgence of life without time. What we do have and what we have been given is the gift of time. Will
we learn to appreciate it and share it with others in meaningful pursuits?
At the appointed time like the man in the movie, ‘The Time Machine’ many of us shall go to a future
place which is unknown where we will live in totally new surroundings. How we live in that future place and
time will be a reflection of how we lived today. Shall we have a positive impact on the life of others or a
negative influence on those around us? Every so often we have those life-awakening or eureka moments
when we feel more alive than at other times. Let’s synchronize our watches and turn the hands of time and
rise above our present circumstances and by reaching out; to change the world. It will be our goal to
change the world. As I stated in the beginning “Most of us have no real understanding of the mechanics of
‘time’. It’s just ‘there’ as part of the fabric of the universe. But, the one simple reality of life is the presence
and reality of time. Einstein in his special ‘Theory of Relativity’ is said to have alleged that ‘time’ is relative.
If we make our time relative to what we should be doing to help others who are less fortunate we will have
indirectly accomplished Einstein’s greatest goal and his greatest scientific triumph. Do you have the time?
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PRISONERS JUSTICE DAY
Prisoners Justice Day (PJD) on August 10th irritates the heck out of me every year because I am conflicted by it. On one hand, those who observe it for all the right reasons,
and do so without harming or harassing others who may not share their opinions about
PJD, can be respected and commended for their good intentions. Many of them are Lifers who feel passionately about the issue, some of whom harbour painful memories
from experiencing prison related abuses against themselves or others. That should never be dismissed or minimized. On the other hand, as a Lifer who has endured 33 consecutive PJDs in prison myself, I have yet to see any evidence to refute my perception
that PJD is an ineffective, irrelevant, and even counterproductive day in its current form.
In my opinion, it has seemingly devolved into little more than a dreaded ritual motivated by fear-based peer pressure.
Granted, PJD may have been more necessary and effective decades ago when prison
conditions and inmates were worse off. However, the prison system has undergone
many changes since then (some good, some bad), as has the age and mindset of the
prison population. Some blame the current state of PJD on what they perceive as a new
breed of self-absorbed inmate who don’t know (or don’t care) how to do their own
time, and whose arrogance, narcissism and unrealistic sense of entitlement leaves little
room for solidarity beyond their small prison world of collusion colleagues of convenience they call friends. Others blame prison authorities who they perceive are increasingly less tolerant of PJD and create potentially volatile, no-win situations for inmates
by threatening to lower their pay level if they do not work when August 10th falls on a
normal work day. But to be really honest about it, isn’t there more to it than that? What
about accountability? Not just others, but our own.
Ideally, the main objective of PJD is supposed to be about
honouring the memory of inmates who have died through
alleged abuse and neglect by prison staff. That certainly
sounds like a noble goal. However, aren’t those memories
sullied when inmates misuse PJD as an excuse to bully, intimidate, and abuse other inmates who may not share their
views and choose to eat or work on that day? You don’t
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show honour or respect by forcing anyone to do
anything. Isn’t such intolerance another form of
violence that arguably comes a little too close to
the mindset of those against whom PJD protests?
Not the same, just too close. Honouring others,
and ourselves, requires us to take the higher moral ground.
Inmate solidarity is said to be another key objective of PJD. However, don’t many inmates
undermine that and look hypocritical when staff see them secretly eat in their cells on
August 10th? Isn’t solidarity further undermined on the other 364 days of the year when
staff witness the hypocrisy of the prison hierarchy in action in the cruel ways some inmates verbally and/or physically victimize other inmates because of their crimes, or
countless other reasons? How realistic is it to expect those same victimized inmates to
feel and act solid, equal and unified on PJD? Effective solidarity means uniting against all
injustice, including that which we do to ourselves and others. It does not mean playing
God, judge, and jury. Actual judges and juries have already done that, and the God part is
definitely above our pay grade.

I’m told that another important goal of PJD is to maintain the rights and privileges fought
for and won by other inmates decades ago. Fair enough. While I have never been able to
verify any clear link between why I get to buy a colour TV and the deaths of other inmates, I also have no evidence to refute otherwise. This begs the question, is there actually evidence to support the connection? There may be. I’m open to being educated on
this topic. But if it does exist, why has it been so poorly communicated to most inmates
over the years? Whatever the case may be, inmates cannot in all fairness cherry-pick only convenient rights. If you believe that inmates died for our rights, then surely those
rights must include the right of all inmates to choose whether or not they observe PJD,
and do so without being harassed by other inmates, or prison staff. There can be no justice without freedom of choice. Without it, the word “justice” in Prisoners’ Justice Day is
meaningless.
To me, the rights and privileges inmates died for include the freedom for any inmate to
seek peaceful change to the status quo if something isn’t working for the greater good.
So, is PJD working the way it could and should? If you think not, there are basically three
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choices. One, you can leave it as is with no changes. Two, you can dump it entirely. Or
three, you can radically overhaul it. I have a few suggestions about what the latter choice
could look like. You may have better ideas.
For example, instead of inmates saving CSC tens of thousands of dollars nationwide in
prisoner wages each year by not working, what if inmates worked and donated that day’s
pay to a prisoners’ rights group, a charity, or other worthy cause? Imagine the good that
could do. That would transform a negative do nothing day into a positive and productive
do something day.
What if inmates exercised their free speech rights and flooded the media every August
with thousands of respectful letters expressing their heartfelt feelings about what PJD
means to them? Do you think that might rattle a few newsrooms and editorial departments? It certainly seems more productive than just doing nothing and giving a lot of
prison staff an easier day with pay because you really showed them by going hungry and
losing pay.
For audacious, lasting change and truly meaningful dialogue, what if inmates demonstrated accountability, empathy, and selfless courage by establishing the day before PJD, August 9th, as Victims’ Justice Day in recognition of the victims we have all made at some
point in our lives in one form or another? This could involve voluntarily donating that
day’s wage to, appropriately, a victims’ group. Would that invalidate or minimize the fact
that you, too, may have been victimized by someone or something in your life? No. Not at
all. Just the opposite. It would actually give much more credibility and positive public relations to PJD while showing, or challenging, your ability to relate to, and empathize with,
other victims. It would further show that you understand that “hurt people hurt people”
and wish to break that cycle.
That’s one man’s opinion. What’s yours?
Best wishes to all.
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Spirit
Silver Streams Glitter Bright and Clear, Cotton Clouds Slowly Drift Near,
Mountain Peaks Shimmer Pristine White, Chill Winds Draw a Soaring Flight,
The Verdant Passage, a Dive and Veer, Warm Drafts Lift, Wing Tips Shear,
Rainbows Play on Waterfall’s Light, Having a View Such Heavenly Sight,
Forest’s Shadows Stalk Leaping Deer, Searching, Seeking, Gliding Here,
Frost Gathers in a Glade’s Twilight, Breaking Dawn Returns To Life,
A Settled Command to Stare and Peer, Hunger Urges to Overcome Fear,
Speed and Precision Bring a Strike, My Clutch Sleeps Content Tonight,
Through All The World I Listen, I Hear, In The Wind’s Sigh, I Find My Cheer,

Freedom I Desire With All My Might, I Master The Sky The Greatest Height,
I Wake Come The Morning, Eye’s In Tears,
The Dream Calls To Me, This Coming Night,
Promising To Be Both Dear and My Delight.

EPS
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Freedom – D.K. Reid
I languished in prison
Everyday the same frame
I couldn’t rally around
Anything but the shame

I pondered my freedom

And what exactly it means
How temporary and fleeting
Were my foolish schemes

I surrendered to Jesus
He has shown me the Way
I couldn’t wait ‘till tomorrow
For what I needed today
There’s good inside
Of this I now know
When I look in the mirror
I see that bright glow

I cry for a chance
To be free once again
I want to make right
The suffering and the pain

So hear me Christ Jesus
When I kneel down and pray
Please grant me this freedom
Starting this day.
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May 4th
5 Am another Beautiful Day
Coffee Made, My cups astray
Early count, now all is clear
The geese a noisy, so nothing new

At the greenhouse, a few months ago empty
Today is over grown with every plant and flower
Blues and the yellows are all so bright
As I past the greenhouse working my way to the point

As I walk up the hill to the point the noises all change
The sounds of the geese are replaced,
chirping of the goslings
and the sound of the wind over the water
More buildings to the right, a red fire hydrantp
The bay at low tide, two ships in the distance

Another hill as I continue, off to the right,

To the south, The Olympic coast 12 miles away

Posts in the water, they say over 120 feet long

The Olympic Mountains snow covered are so clear today

Once Held supports for dock back at the turn of the century

In the distance A ball of fire, the sun, rises in the east
Past more buildings, Logs cut for firewood
It Reflects on the water as if it’s on fire

The hobby shop, deserted at this hour

To the east Mt Baker, the faint outline above the low clouds on
the coast

Programs, the gym, quiet.
The Houses in view as I continue along

Now east and a bit north Victoria in the distance
Usually clear but not today still so special to see

The chapel in the distance, off to the left, once a school
I keep on the way. More buildings I pass

the hills in the distance across the ribbon of water

In the distance I can see the gate

the homes terraced on the hills makes the view so special

The freedom of the walk will not be afforded with leaving
that gate

Working my way back west off to the right
Yes, the Dock is in sight with all 11 stools for the anglers

Off to the right, the gate, and more buildings
So early, one lone soul, is casting with hope
Still walking so never noticed if successful or not
The solitude of fishing and keeping it in perspective,
so few in prison with that opportunity
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I turn back to the houses and tennis courts
I know in the past was a golf course but times change
Back home after 2.25 km I pour another coffee

A moment of self-compassion
Can change your entire day.
A string of such moments can change the course of your life
Christopher K Germer
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BOOKS BEYOND BARS
...Is a local and grassroots collective of volunteers who visit women caught in the injustice system at the
Burnside Prison in Dartmouth, NS to: run a book exchange program/collect material for a magazine, and
now a book called Words Without Walls/ offer a “Read Aloud” program in which we tape record women
inside reading then send the book and tape to their children outside/organize writing and poetry workshops
inside for prisoners.

DONATIONS: We are always in need to books such as: Self help (healthy relationships, abuse, recovery)/
Addiction, Harm Reduction/Books by prisoners, ex-prisoners/True Crime/Popular Fiction authors
(paperbacks)/Adult Literacy workbooks and readers/Blank journals (no spiral ring bindings)/Money/
Stamps/Bridge Tokens (Nova Scotia).

WORDS WITHOUT WALLS: Has been released as a book! Copies are available in Halifax at Venus Envy or the
Anchor Archive, and for $12 by mail order ($6 for prisoners)

BOOKS BEYOND BARS

PO Box 33128

booksbeyondbars@gmail.com

Halifax, NS
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An Important UPDATE from Out of Bounds Magazine
Recently it has been brought to our attention that the issue of
subscriptions is managed at the Regional level and where some inmates may
be able to subscribe to Out of Bounds through their institutions librarian,
others may not. This advertisement has in the past conveyed the wrong
information and for that we apologize. It is imperative that you consult the
appropriate individual in your facility to find out exactly what the policy is.
From there, it is as simple as paying the subscription fee and sending us your
name, address and institution.

One year: $20.00*
Two years: $36.00*
Make cheque or money order payable to:

OUT OF BOUNDS MAGAZINE
6000 William Head Rd
Victoria, BC V9C 0B5
(*American subscribers require an additional $5.00 CDN
per issue to cover the extra postage.)

*It is important to note that there is NO
change to our reward program where we
send each contributor a copy of the
magazine their work is published in.
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Binary: Lets try Coding
0
1

0

1
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0
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0
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0
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1

0

1

1
1

0
0

Binary
Complete the grid so that each row and column contain five 0s and five 1s.
The same number cannot appear in more than two consecutive squares in any row or
column. I
n the finished puzzle, each row must have a different sequence or 0s and 1s to any other
row, and likewise for each column.
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INVOLVING THE COMMUNITY IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE SINCE
1935

John Howard Society of Victoria
2675 Bridge Street
Victoria, BC
Phone: 250-386-3428

John Howard Society—Manchester House
540 Manchester Road
Victoria, BC

Programs Offered include:


Blade Runners Program



KidStart Mentoring Program



WHI Visitor Group Program



Community Justice Initiatives



Community Garden Programs



Community Employment Programs



Manchester House



Gelling Manor and Maxfield House

Over the Wall
Is a twice annual newsletter about strikes,
actions and struggles going on inside or
around Ontario prisons. It is published by
End the Prison Industrial Complex (EPIC) a
collective in Kingston who believe and
work toward a world without prisons.
If you have story or article that you’d like
them to contribute, if you’d like to receive
the newsletter, or just want to correspond,
contact us at:
EPIC, 427 Princess St, Suite 409
Kingston, ON K7L 5S9
epic@riseup.net
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www.epic.noblogs.org

Victoria Addictions & Rehabilitation Centre
525 Johnson Street
Victoria, BC, V8W 1M2
Tel: 250-384-3396
Fax: 250-384-9412
Community Residential Facility
The Salvation Army Community Residential Facility (CRF) is situated in the heart of downtown Victoria, British
Columbia, with its unique location in the downtown core allowing for easy access to many services and amenities in the
community. The CRF offers residential based programs for a maximum of 43 people, all single occupancy rooms. The
Salvation Army strongly believes in a holistic approach to helping our residents to restore their self-belief, allowing them
to realize their potential and once again become a part of the community.
Skills for Recovery Program
The Salvation Army’s Skills for Recovery Program is an intensive 8-week residential program intended for those
with a history of substance abuse. This intensive residential program is skill based and holistic, utilizing established
substance abuse strategies such as:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Motivational Interviewing
CBT
DBT
Stages of Change
Marlatt’s Relapse Prevention Model
Therapeutic Community Approach Components

The program intends to provide participants with the skills they need to make a smooth transition from a life
dominated by substance abuse, crime and incarceration, to a healthy life in the community. We believe that every client
has unique needs and issues, beliefs and values, strengths and learning styles. We therefore use a variety of strategies
and practical tools to nurture the physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual elements in each individual. We will help you
develop coping skills, self-esteem, impulse control, distress tolerance, empathy, awareness, and resilience, and achieve
an increase sense of belonging, hope, purpose, meaning, humor, joy and gratitude. Participants of this full-time
residential program live together on the fourth floor of the Salvation Army CRF. Great emphasis is placed on group
cohesion, mutual support, and the creation of a safe and supportive environment where participants can learn, explore,
and experiment with new ideas, beliefs, values, emotions, behaviors’, goals and identities. The Skills for Recovery
Program can be used as a stepping-stone for Day Parole when completed during an Unescorted Temporary Absence
(UTA).
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What’s Next
Looking for feedback from you with content and what type of articles you would like to see in the
coming issues. Looking to take the word of the issue and make it as much the theme as possible.
Next issue will have the word as “Friendship”
Do you have a poem or art work that would work?
Would also like some ideas on what word you would like and the reason you would choose it.
All submissions will receive a copy of the issue the work is printed in

SUBSCRIPTION INFO
To subscribe, send us your name,
address and postal code along with the
appropriate amount indicated to the
right.

*American subscribers would require an additional
$5.00 CDN per issue to cover the extra postage.

ONE YEAR
FOR $20.00
__________________

TWO YEARS
FOR $36.00
cheque or money
order
OUT OF BOUNDS
MAGAZINE
6000 William Head Rd
Victoria, BC V9C 0B5
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Continued from page 15
2. Wind Energy Technician (https://www.trade-schools.net/environmental/windenergyschools.asp)
Do you have a fear of heights? If not, you may want to consider going after a career in which you get to
climb tall wind turbines in order to make repairs and install or maintain their sophisticated components.
Electric power utilities and wind turbine manufacturers may not currently appear on a typical list of companies that hire felons, but they are still worth contacting to see whether training for this career would be
a good idea. After all, no other occupation in America is expected to grow faster. (Between 2016 and
2026, employment in this trade could rise by 96 percent.) As a result, some wind energy employers may
be willing to hire people who've served time for non-violent felonies in order to help meet their demand
for new technicians.
Entry-level hourly wage—$18.20
Average hourly wage—$27.25
Typical qualifications—Associate's degree
3. Computer Network Support Specialist (https://www.tradeschools.
net/technology/computer-technician.asp)
The broad field of information technology (IT) (https://www.trade-schools.net/technology/computersinformationtechnology. asp) has been known to provide some good jobs for convicted felons who don't
have a history of fraud, theft, violence, or computer-related crimes. So if you meet that criteria and already have some experience with computers or a strong interest in learning more about them, then this
may be a path you should consider. These days, almost every company needs a fast, secure, and reliable
in-house network as well as stable connectivity to the Internet. With the proper skills and credentials,
your future may involve testing, analyzing, and troubleshooting various types of computer networks and
minimizing the times when they are offline.
Entry-level hourly wage—$17.77
Average hourly wage—$32.46
Typical qualifications—Associate's degree
4. Web Designer or Developer (https://www.trade-schools.net/media-arts/webdesigndevelopment.asp)
Some jobs for people with felonies on their criminal records offer the possibility of self-employment. Web
development is one of them. Think about it: You can design and code websites at home, on a freelance
basis, for as many clients as you can handle. And being self-employed means that you probably won't
have to pass any pre-employment background checks.
Entry-level hourly wage—$17.71
Average hourly wage—$35.63
Typical qualifications—Associate's or bachelor's degree
5. Mechanical Engineering Technician (https://www.tradeschools.
net/technology/mechanical-engineering-technician.asp)
Some prisoners get the opportunity to learn mechanical skills while serving out their sentences. That's
why the field of mechanical engineering technology often provides suitable jobs for ex-felons. With additional vocational training after your release, you can pursue opportunities that involve helping engineers
develop, modify, and test various kinds of mechanical equipment and machinery.
Entry-level hourly wage—$16.56
Average hourly wage—$27.97
Typical qualifications—Associate's degree
6. Marketing Specialist (https://www.trade-schools.net/business/marketing.asp)
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People who have different perspectives on the world than the average business professional develop
some of the best marketing strategies. And organizations of every variety need effective marketing, which
is often derived from fresh ideas and unusual insights. It's why second-chance jobs for felons sometimes
become available in this field, which
includes the exciting area of Internet marketing (https://www.trade-schools.net/business/internetmarketing.asp). By refining your creative and analytical thinking abilities, you may be able to offer your
own distinctive ideas to this field.
Entry-level hourly wage—$16.59
Average hourly wage—$34.35
Typical qualifications—Bachelor's degree
7. Oil and Gas (https://www.trade-schools.net/ca/trades/oil-gas.asp) Derrick
Operator
Clean energy technologies will probably be the dominant sources of power in the coming decades, but oil
and gas still supply most of America's energy right now. In fact, some of the best jobs for felons are within
this industry since oil and gas companies need hard workers and ex-cons are often among the hardest
workers around. Derrick operators get to set up and control the framework and equipment that fits over
oil or gas wells.
Entry-level hourly wage—$16.00
Average hourly wage—$22.84
Typical qualifications—High school diploma or vocational certificate
8. Electrician (https://www.trade-schools.net/trades/electrician.asp)
The skilled trades (https://www.trade-schools.net/trades/) offer some potential jobs for ex-cons. You just
need to investigate the licensing requirements in your particular state since certain felony convictions
may disqualify you. In general, however, trades such as electrical work are worth looking into. You'll definitely need some extra training in order to become a journeyman electrician, but most of that training
will be paid. Plus, it's possible to find electrical contracting companies that will hire felons since some of
them are owned by ex-convicts who want to give others the same opportunities that they had.
Entry-level hourly wage—$15.47
Average hourly wage—$27.84
Typical qualifications—Vocational certificate and paid apprenticeship
9. Oil and Gas (https://www.trade-schools.net/ca/trades/oil-gas.asp) Rotary Drill
Operator
Like derrick operators, rotary drill operators are known for having labor-intensive jobs. Felons can get
some of those jobs if they're able to demonstrate a willingness to learn, work hard, and live in remote
regions. (Many oil and gas wells are far away from large towns or cities.) You may get to help set up and
control large drills that remove oil, gas, or core samples from deep under ground.
Entry-level hourly wage—$15.34
Average hourly wage—$27.01
Typical qualifications—High school diploma or vocational certificate
10. Commercial Diver (https://www.trade-schools.net/trades/diving.asp)
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Potential careers for convicted felons don't get much more adventurous than this one. After all, it involves working under water in order to help fix, install, remove, or inspect structures such as bridge supports or large pieces of equipment such as offshore seawater intakes. Your employment opportunities
may depend on exactly what you were convicted for as well as how long you've been out of prison.
Entry-level hourly wage—$14.49
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Average hourly wage—$26.57
Typical qualifications—Scuba certification and vocational certificate
11. Plumber (https://www.trade-schools.net/trades/plumbing.asp)
The residential and commercial plumbing industry sometimes provides good job opportunities for felons.
However, you should check your state's vocational licensing requirements in order to make sure that your
specific convictions don't disqualify you. For instance, some states may ban people from pursuing the residential plumbing trade if they have prior convictions for violent crimes, theft, or sexual offenses. But some
plumbing contractors are willing to hire ex-cons if they feel that they truly want to learn the trade and will
stay loyal to their companies for several years.
Entry-level hourly wage—$15.13
Average hourly wage—$27.44
Typical qualifications—Vocational certificate and paid apprenticeship
12. Writer (https://www.trade-schools.net/directory/writing.asp)
Here's one of the potentially high-paying jobs for felons that can be done from home. All kinds of businesses, publishers, and other organizations need quality writing for things like sales and marketing materials, advertising copy, online content, and magazine articles. Some companies hire in-house writers, in which case
you may have a background check run on you. However, many successful writers are self-employed, which
removes that particular obstacle.
Entry-level hourly wage—$14.67
Average hourly wage—$34.67
Typical qualifications—Bachelor's degree is often preferred but not always necessary
13. HVAC/R Technician (https://www.trade-schools.net/trades/hvac.asp)
Heating, air conditioning, and good ventilation are often essential for the health and comfort of people who
work and reside indoors. That's why most buildings in America need effective climate-control systems. And
many companies rely on commercial refrigeration systems to keep their perishable products at the right
temperature. Since the demand usually remains strong for qualified HVAC/R techs, this field sometimes
makes jobs for ex-convicts available. However, like with other skilled trades, becoming a licensed technician
may depend on your particular felony convictions.
Entry-level hourly wage—$14.00
Average hourly wage—$23.81
Typical qualifications—Vocational certificate and paid apprenticeship
14. Graphic Designer (https://www.trade-schools.net/media-arts/graphicdesign.
asp)
Do you have any artistic abilities? Many ex-cons do. If you're one of them, you may be able to transform
your talents into a fun career that offers extensive possibilities. Graphic design is used by almost every organization that needs to market its products or services. And today's designers now have the chance to create graphics for print, online, and multimedia projects. This type of occupation even lends itself perfectly to
being self-employed, which makes it one of the best careers for felons who have creative talents.
Entry-level hourly wage—$13.73
Average hourly wage—$25.62
Typical qualifications—Associate's or bachelor's degree
15. Solar Energy Technician (https://www.trade-schools.net/environmental/solarenergy.
asp)
Like wind energy, the growing field of solar energy offers the possibility of providing good second-chance
jobs for convicted felons. As the prices of solar panels and similar technologies continue to drop, the demand for them keeps rising. It often takes skilled technicians in order to properly install them on rooftops or
in other locations where they can be most effective.
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Entry-level hourly wage—$13.83
Average hourly wage—$20.68
Typical qualifications—Vocational certificate
16. Sales Representative for Wholesale Products
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All kinds of manufacturers and wholesale distributors need hardworking sales reps who are good at promoting their products and closing deals with companies and other organizations. So if you're outgoing and
don't mind traveling or making a lot of phone calls, then this career may be a good option. And the art of
selling can often be learned through online courses (https://www.trade-schools.net/locations/online.asp).
Just keep in mind that many sales jobs for convicts will only be available to those who don't have felonies on
their records for crimes like theft or violence.
Entry-level hourly wage—$19.07
Average hourly wage—$44.24
Typical qualifications—High school diploma or higher
17. Film or Video Editor (https://www.trade-schools.net/media-arts/film-videoproduction.
asp)
This occupation might be one of the most engaging jobs that felons can get. Among other things, it requires
creativity and special technical abilities, but you can probably learn what you need to know at an art school
or career college. Plus, the opportunities may grow in number as more and more companies choose to market themselves through professional online videos. And this type of work is also something that you can do
on a freelance basis incase you're worried about background checks.
Entry-level hourly wage—$14.44
Average hourly wage—$40.36
Typical qualifications—Associate's or bachelor's degree
18. Commercial Truck Driver (https://www.trade-schools.net/trades/cdl-truckdriving.
asp)
Commercial trucking jobs for felons often become available when transportation companies experience a
shortage of workers due to a period of strong economic growth. You will need a commercial driver's license
(CDL), and you might want to approach smaller transportation companies first. (CDL jobs for felons are
sometimes easier to get with small trucking companies since they may be less likely to run background
checks or screen out qualified ex-cons.) However, keep in mind that the long-haul trucking industry doesn't
usually provide jobs for parolees since their positions tend to require traveling out of state (which is typically
forbidden when you're on parole).
Entry-level hourly wage—$13.22
Average hourly wage—$21.39
Typical qualifications—Vocational certificate
19. Carpenter (https://www.trade-schools.net/trades/carpentry.asp)
The carpentry trade is often a good source of opportunities for ex-offenders. With proper vocational training, you can work your way up to becoming a journeyman carpenter. Just be sure to research the licensing
requirements in your state in order to see if your particular felony convictions will be a problem. Many carpentry jobs (https://www.tradeschools.net/articles/carpentry-jobs.asp) that hire convicted felons are
offered by ex-cons who have built successful businesses in the trade and want to give back.
Entry-level hourly wage—$13.36
Average hourly wage—$23.86
Typical qualifications—Vocational certificate and paid apprenticeship
20. Welder (https://www.trade-schools.net/trades/welding.asp)
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Like carpentry, the welding trade sometimes offers good employment for convicted felons. Plus, welders
are needed across multiple industries such as construction and manufacturing. And the training that is required for getting started often takes less than a year.
Entry-level hourly wage—$13.20
Average hourly wage—$20.87
Typical qualifications—Vocational certificate
21. Substance Abuse Counselor (https://www.trade-schools.net/humanservices/
addictions-substance-abuse.asp)
As someone who has made life-altering mistakes and paid a heavy price for them, you may have great insights to share with other people who need help making better life choices. In fact, many social agencies
have discovered that ex-cons and former addicts are sometimes very good at such jobs. Hiring convicted
felons who've had behavioral or substance abuse issues of their own allows those agencies to offer help
from people who can truly empathize with the challenges of addiction.
Entry-level hourly wage—$13.13
Average hourly wage—$22.38
Typical qualifications—Anything from a post-secondary certificate to a master's degree (depending on the
particular state, employer, and position)
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22. Helper to Extraction Workers
You don't necessarily have to develop a lot of mechanical skills in order to work in the oil, gas, or mining
industries. Instead, you may be able to provide assistance to the skilled workers who operate the big machines. Your job may involve cleaning up work sites, carrying equipment, or performing other random
tasks that help keep things moving along.
Entry-level hourly wage—$11.94
Average hourly wage—$17.73
Typical qualifications—High school diploma or less
23. Painter
The walls of nearly every building require paint as part of their structural integrity and visual appeal. And
many other structures and pieces of large equipment need paint for the same reasons. So painting is often
a good job for convicted felons who can demonstrate trustworthiness and who need to start making money in something that can be learned fairly quickly.
Entry-level hourly wage—$12.85
Average hourly wage—$22.30
Typical qualifications—High school diploma or less
24. Locksmith (https://www.trade-schools.net/trades/locksmithing.asp)
The locksmithing trade offers good potential for self-employment. Just be aware that many ex-cons don't
qualify for locksmithing licenses if their felony convictions are for crimes related to endangering the safety
or security of people or property. So check with your state's vocational licensing department before pursuing this trade. If you get approved, this occupation can provide an enjoyable way to earn a living and reestablish trust within your community. And you can probably learn locksmithing through an online or distance-learning course.
Entry-level hourly wage—$11.03
Average hourly wage—$20.54
Typical qualifications—Vocational certificate
25. Auto Mechanic (https://www.trade-schools.net/trades/automotivemechanic.
asp)
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Fixing cars and trucks obviously requires special skills, but you may only need a year or less of training at a
trade
school in order to begin this type of career. The auto service industry has a fairly long history of providing
jobs for people with felony convictions. Your own opportunities may just depend on exactly why you have a
criminal record and how much you've grown as a person since serving your time.
Entry-level hourly wage—$10.87
Average hourly wage—$20.51
Typical qualifications—Vocational certificate
26. Construction Labourer
Many of the lower-skilled jobs in the construction industry are good for ex-cons who may not be able to
pass strict background checks. Since you don't need a vocational license for basic laborer jobs, some employers in this sector may be willing to overlook your convictions if they feel that you'll work hard and not
cause any problems. Your role may include assignments like digging trenches, cleaning work sites, erecting
scaffolding, and using basic tools for other routine tasks.
Entry-level hourly wage—$10.71
Average hourly wage—$18.70
Typical qualifications—High school diploma or less
27. Auto Glass Installer or Repairer
Most vehicle owners eventually have to get their windshields fixed or replaced. So the demand for auto
glass services tends to stay strong. One way to learn the required skills is to take an auto body program
(https://www.tradeschools.net/trades/auto-body.asp) at a trade school, which may qualify you for additional kinds of positions in the industry.
Entry-level hourly wage—$11.08
Average hourly wage—$17.23
Typical qualifications—Vocational certificate
28. Shipping and Receiving Clerk
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Every large warehouse and big-box store requires clerks for handling and preparing incoming and outgoing
merchandise or other materials. They tend to verify records, double-check items being delivered, and arrange shipments. It's a good job for certain kinds of ex-offenders who can be trusted with a lot of important
details.
Entry-level hourly wage—$10.43
Average hourly wage—$16.25
Typical qualifications—High school diploma or GED
29. Telephone Customer Service Representative
Many companies don't want to hire felons for positions that require face-to-face contact with customers.
But they are sometimes willing to hire ex-cons for telephone-based positions since there isn't as much potential risk to their businesses. Plus, phone-based customer service jobs are often difficult to fill with people
who will stick around for more than a few months. So some employers may recognize that your felony
background makes it more likely that you'll stay with their companies for a while (since securing a job is
probably more difficult for you than other people).
Entry-level hourly wage—$10.27
Average hourly wage—$17.14
Typical qualifications—High school diploma or GED
30. Helper to Construction Tradespeople
What jobs can a felon get in the construction trades without becoming a licensed journeyman? Become a
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helper. Many skilled tradespeople need assistants who are willing to perform basic tasks such as carrying
materials, holding tools, cleaning equipment and work sites, and helping with simple projects. For example,
many carpenters, electricians, roofers, and stonemasons hire helpers. The bonus is that being a helper can
provide a good introduction to a specific trade, which can help you decide whether or not to pursue it further yourself.
Entry-level hourly wage—From about $9.73 to $10.71
Average hourly wage—From about $15.30 to $18.70
Typical qualifications—High school diploma, GED, or vocational certificate
31. Delivery Driver
Being a good driver can be very valuable in the job market. As long as you haven't committed theft or any
serious traffic infractions (such as driving while intoxicated), you might be able to land a job that involves
picking up and delivering packages or merchandise.
Entry-level hourly wage—$9.43
Average hourly wage—$17.12
Typical qualifications—Valid driver's license and a clean driving record
32. Landscaping Worker (https://www.trade-schools.net/trades/gardeninglandscapedesign.asp)
Do you mind doing work that is physically intensive? A lot of gardening and landscaping companies hire
people to help trim, water, fertilize, and plant lawns and other vegetation for their clients. Many of them
also need people to help dig small trenches for sprinkler systems. And, in some cases, they are willing to
give certain types of ex-cons an opportunity to prove that they are honest and reliable workers.
Entry-level hourly wage—$9.59
Average hourly wage—$14.28
Typical qualifications—Vocational certificate or high school diploma or less
33. General Laborer
A lot of temp agencies have clients that need short-term workers for odd jobs requiring manual labor.
Among other tasks, you might be asked to help move heavy materials or carry various items from one place
to another. Taking on this kind of work can help you establish trust with potential employers and gain references for future jobs.
Entry-level hourly wage—$9.73
Average hourly wage—$15.30
Typical qualifications—High school diploma or less
34. Dog Trainer (https://www.trade-schools.net/animal-care/dog-training.asp)
Being around domesticated animals can be good for your mental health, especially if you've had to spend
time in prison. Dogs are particularly worthy companions, which is why they are incredibly popular with
many pet owners. A lot of dog owners will pay good money for help with training their canine companions
to follow commands, stay well behaved, or even perform basic tricks. That's why this industry sometimes
offers enjoyable jobs for felony offenders who don't have violent backgrounds and want a chance at selfemployment.
Entry-level hourly wage—$8.725
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Average hourly wage—$10.85
Typical qualifications—Vocational certificate
35. Barber (https://www.trade-schools.net/beauty-cosmetology/barber.asp)
Knowing how to cut and style men's hair, give clean shaves, and trim beards is a good set of skills to have.
You might even be able to offer a mobile barbering service and go to your clients' homes or workplaces in
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order to make things more convenient for them. First, however, you should find out whether or not you'll
be able to qualify for a barbering
license in your state. Certain kinds of felonies might disqualify you.
Entry-level hourly wage—$8.95
Average hourly wage—$14.65
Typical qualifications—Vocational certificate or associate's degree
36. Stock Clerk or Order Filler
Large stores, warehouses, and distribution centers employ many people to do things like help unload
trucks, stock shelves, fill customers' orders, set up displays of merchandise, and organize stock inventories.
You may have to work early in the morning or late at night, but this kind of job can be fun in its own way. A
felony conviction for theft, violence, or drug use may cause employers to not want to hire you. But if you
can show good references and prove that you've matured as a person, you may have a chance at landing a
position.
Entry-level hourly wage—$9.07
Average hourly wage—$13.20
Typical qualifications—High school diploma or less
37. Cook (https://www.trade-schools.net/culinary/culinary-arts.asp)
The culinary industry has a strong track record of being a good source of jobs for ex-cons. In fact, a lot of
restaurants don't perform background checks. And if you prove that you can be counted upon, then this
industry often provides a lot of opportunity for moving into higher, better-paying positions. Plus, in addition to restaurants, you might be able to find employment opportunities at institutional cafeterias. Just be
aware that places like schools and hospitals will probably have stricter requirements and want to check
your background for certain types of felonies.
Entry-level hourly wage—From about $9.04
Average hourly wage—From about $12.71
Typical qualifications—High school diploma or vocational certificate
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